Web-driven
auto parts catalog
Autocat is an innovative electronic parts catalog that enables suppliers to effectively
present their products to all levels of aftermarket distribution.

Key features
Cloud technology driven

►►

Continuous product data release process

►►

Simplified searches aid part identification

►►

Utilizes ACES and PIES load and update

►►

Product details including images,

►►

attributes, and interchanges
►►

►►

delivery specifications
►►

Integrates with MAM solutions:

Published changes are quickly available

Autopart (WD management software)

to all users

VAST (shop management software)

Available to Mfgs, WDs, Jobbers and

OpenWebs (E-Commerce software)

Service Dealers
Autocat provides direct access to the latest updates from a wide variety of industry suppliers.
Utilizing cloud technology and ACES and PIES standards, Autocat publishes updates quickly
and eliminates monthly data distribution. Supplier files are validated and published to a
cloud-based database, where information is immediately available to all Autocat customers.
Autocat contains a user-friendly interface with intuitive selection of vehicle information and
product types on a single screen. Additionally, the product category and sub-categories are
configurable, allowing customers to place part types in logical areas to increase visibility and
related sale opportunities. VIN, Interchange, and Buyers Guide searches provide multiple
methods to identify the right part and increase sales.
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Web-driven auto parts catalog

Catalog Data Management
Real-time data

Distributor advantage

Autocat users do not have to wait for

Parts distributors can use powerful and

monthly media-based updates to gain

convenient options built into the Autocat

access to new information. In contrast

search and results display. For example,

to traditional electronic catalogs,

users can configure Parts Categories and

Autocat uses cloud technology to

Subcategories to display meaningful

store supplier catalog information.

descriptions, or place them in a preferred

Web service calls then retrieve that

order so popular products are easily

information, providing real-time access

accessible. Results can also be configured

to live data.

to sort primary suppliers in preferred

Partnering with suppliers
MAM’s Autocat catalog provides
Automotive Aftermarket suppliers
with an effective way to get their new
products and catalog updates to the
marketplace quickly.

Integrations
VAST

order.

Catalog innovation
Electronic catalogs have been used with
the Automotive Aftermarket for almost 30
years. Although such catalogs have helped
standardize searches and information, the

Autopart, a world class business
management software that delivers
Product and Price Management,
Sales and Purchase Orders, Inventory
Management, and Accounting
features in one package.

distribution of updates has lagged behind
Taking advantage of the ACES and PIES

technology and the pace of business

industry standards, Autocat receives,

transactions.

VAST, a suite of point of sale and
business management software for
single and multi-location tire and
auto service dealers.

processes, and publishes updates
often less than 48 hours. The published
updates are immediately available to
all Autocat users, ensuring searches
provide the latest information.

Autocat takes cataloging to the next
level, providing updates at web speed
without monthly maintenance. Whether
partnered with MAM’s point-of-sale or
B2B eCommerce solution, Autocat offers

MAM presents data as intended and

consistent, up-to-date results to make the

does not modify supplier information.

sale every time.

OpenWebs, a B2B E-Commerce
solution that provides the flexibility
to create trading networks for both
suppliers and customers that use
MAM Autopart and Autocat.
MAM Software’s fully integrated
business solutions drive sales,
improve efficiency and lower costs.

For a full list of companies currently supplying
data to Autocat please visit our website at:

www.mamsoftware.com/suppliers

For more information on Autocat,
please contact the sales office:

(610) 289-0930

.

sales@mamsoftware.com
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